SuperGP – Round 3
Killarney Circuit - 15th & 18th of May 2014
The weekend of the 15th to 18th May saw Round 3 of the South African National Superbike
Championships which was once again organised and hosted by GAS Sport and sponsored by Monster
Energy. The WPMC in Killarney was the venue we attended and as is always the case the weekend is
well supported by the Cape Tonians.
The ETR Yamaha Brother team was fortunate to have one of its title sponsors join us in our pits at
the Cape Town event, with MD Wayne Everton and some of the local staff members as well as one
of Brothers major distributors being Mustek meeting the riders and mechanics.

Brother MD Wayne, Claire from Mustek, Peter from Brother CT and the ETR riders in the Pits
(Picture courtesy of Zenon Birkby @ MCSA magazine)

The Cape Town event was always going to be a difficult one for us as the logistics of transporting 6
Superbikes as well as all the Team personnel is somewhat daunting.
However little did we know that it was going to be one of the worst weekends in our racing history.
Unfortunately one of our younger members of the team drove our fully loaded Action Ford
sponsored Ford Transit van and had an accident on the way down to Cape Town. The accident
happened exactly 63kms outside of Richmond. Fortunately there were only minor injuries and little
damage to the bikes and equipment in the van.

The van however did not have the same luck.

A very sturdy Ford Transit panelvan looking somewhat worse for wear

A replacement van was dispatched to assist us and we managed to reach our destination without
any further travelling mishaps.
However that was only the start.
In Free Practise 2 with both Super600 Yamaha riders topping the timing sheets Cameron Petersen
had an almighty crash which resulted in the bike having to be written off. ETR also had a major
engine failure on Robbie Portman’s radiator getting a stone through it and causing overheating.
There was far too much damage done to the bike for it to be salvaged.

Stripping what was left of the #1 Yamaha R6.

Ricky Morais – Crew Chief

The Killarney Raceway is a track that does pose some challenges for both Riders and Technicians as
there is a fine balance between gearing for a short track and a long back straight which goes into a
hairpin corner known as Cape Town corner.
This requires exceptional gearing to be matched to the riders style for strong exits and using the
power of the bikes for the long back straight away. The enhance the whole experience, especially for
the SuperGP riders on the big bang R1’s there is around 18% more power on tap – and this makes for
a lively experience on the bikes. Unfortunately this same power is available to all the other bikes on
the grid which basically negates our gains in power.
So for the 600 Class we found this balance early on even though I was somewhat concerned about
the weekend. Fortunately our 600 riders and our local Cape Town SBK rider had managed to get in
some much needed testing a month before the event by entering into a local round of the Regional
Class of SBK racing. This proved to be invaluable to our riders. The only rider to miss out was Robbie
Portman who had business commitments.
Fortunately we did not have as much tyre concerns as we had in the previous two rounds as Cape
Town is not a very abrasive circuit and the tyres last accordingly.
Fuelling however was a concern as being at sea level does tend to change the mapping and the
Technicians had to make some minor changes for the coast.
It was a rather disappointing day as I had an R6 written off and Rob’s R1 engine failure due to a small
stone that went through the radiator – causing overheating on the very last lap (ala Red Star and
Deans similar catastrophe)
I also wish to further take this opportunity to offer a big shout out to our own ETR sponsors, without
whom we would be on the grid such as for this month:
Action Ford – for their appreciation of the situation and continuing with their awesome
support
Brother – for their ongoing support of the Race team
SBK Sunglasses – for their support of the riders and the team members for safety sun
glasses
ITR Motorsports – for their support for important components required for racing
Motul – for their support and assistance with their members assisting us with logistics in a
time of need after the vehicle accident – in particular Scheldon Schoster.
Ciao from Ricky with my SBK Glasses.

SuperGP Rider – Robert Portman #86

Rob at Killarney – image courtesy of Zenon Birkby @ MCSA magazine
In Robs own words:

I was super excited heading into the round 3 of the SuperGP series at Killarney in CPT. I love the
circuit and I have had great success their in the past. I missed the test the team had earlier in the
year so I knew I was going to be on the back foot most of the time.
Once again Ricky did a great job with the setup and gearing of the bike. Just a few changes were
made. I managed to match the times I did on the full on race spec bike from last year, which was one
of my main aims for the weekend. In race one I managed to get a good start but did not want to
push to hard in the opening laps as I knew it was going to be a long 16 lap race. I settled into a
comfortable 8th place and soon caught up to my team-mate Nick. Nick and I battled hard for the
remaining 8 laps of the race. I made a move on Nick going into the final turn but he managed to hold
me off.
I had to settle for 8th in race one but had some good ideas for race two which would make the bike
easier to ride.
I got another decent start and again did not push too hard at the start. The bike setup was spot on
and I had much better pace than in race one. I managed to catch and pass Nick with ease this time
around. Nick would fight back and as in race one, we swopped positions regularly. My race would
end on the final lap as I got a stone in the radiator which meant the bike would over heat and then
started pouring oil out. I managed to save a near crash moment heading into turn one with oil all
over my rear tyre and boot.
Overall I was happy with the times I managed but still want to get my ETR Brother Yamaha further
up the field. Both Nick and I made huge strides at CPT and hope to take that same momentum into
East London. Big thanks to the team for all the hard work! Bring on Cape Town.
#86ROB

SuperGP Rider – Nicholas VD Walt #42

Nick #42 at Cape Town corner at Killarney - images courtesy Zenon Birkby @ MCSA magazine

The third round of the Super GP Champions Trophy was a special one for me, it was the only home
national all year.
After the difficulties of the trip down to the mother city the team was ready and motivated to have a
successful weekend. The free practices' didn't go so well. I was struggling to get comfortable on the
bike but it was only a matter of time before Ricky and the team got the bike working great.
I managed to put the Brother ETR Yamaha on the second row of the grid in 6th position. This was my
best qualifying position so far this year on the SuperGP R1.
Both races saw myself and teammate Rob Portman in a good battle over 7th place. By the end of the
weekend we were less than 2 seconds off the lap record.
I truly wish to thank the whole of Team Emtek Racing Yamaha for this awesome opportunity to
showcase my skills. I also wish to extend my appreciation to the GAS Sport management and
Monster Energy for their commitment to our sport.
Next round is at Eat London and I am hoping to improve my prowess on the awesome R1.
#42NICK

Super600 Rider – Cameron Petersen #1

Cam Petersen #1 - images courtesy Zenon Birkby @ MCSA magazine

After a strong Red Star and an encouraging recent test at Killarney, I was looking forward to the
SuperGP event at one of my favourite circuits.
During the first practice session, I had a couple of issues with the downshift, but felt very
comfortable on the R6. The weekend took a turn for the worse in the second practice session, when
I made a decision to jump off the bike, when another false neutral going into turn one left me little
option with the limited run-off area.
With my race bike virtually written-off, Ricky Morais and the team pulled a miracle to get the spare
bike ready for qualifying.
The spare bike took a bit of getting used to, but by race one, Uncle Ricky had the bike working very
well. I was disappointed to finish second in the first race, after the team had worked so hard to give
me a competitive bike, but had a plan for the second race. Unfortunately I got myself into the wrong
place in Cape Town corner and ran off the track ending my run at the front.
I left Killarney frustrated that I had missed a possible win and had a badly damaged race-bike,
putting pressure on the team. The hard work from the team has given me more motivation for the
rest of the season.
GAS have shown the way an event should be run.
Can't wait for East London
#1CAMZ

Super600 Rider – Dean Vos #49

Dean Vos #49 - images courtesy Zenon Birkby @ MCSA magazine

I was a bit concerned going into this round after having endured the accident on our way down to
Cape Town and having survived a horrific crash previously under similar circumstances my mind was
not in a happy place to start off with. The previous accident has left my father as an amputee and
serious injuries – some 4 years later.
Once I had reached Cape Town and assisted in getting the pits set up I started relaxing and looking
forward to the racing for the weekend.
Saturday practice started off well I was 3rd fastest in session one and qualified in P5 for both races.
In warm up I tried a few different things.
I felt confident in race 1 but I had a terrible start and spent the rest of the time trying to work my
way back although I was doing the same times as the front group. The race was oh so close and I
finished 5th – in fact the top 6 riders all finished within 1 second of each other.
In race 2 my bad luck struck again and I had another terrible start but worked even harder
throughout the race and turned it into a massive battle between myself, Mathew, Cam, Darren and
Steven, on the last lap I was leading and I tried as hard as I could but Mathew and Steven beat me to
the line.
Overall I was quite happy with third especially because Killarney is my weakest track. I can't wait to
race again at the next Round in East London.
A huge thank you to Brother/ETR Performance Yamaha Racing Team, my girlfriend Robyn and my
mentor/partner Tony.
Lastly a huge thank you to ITR MOTORSPORT and Naton.
#49VOS

A Huge thanks to all the support from our generous partners that make it
possible for us to partake in the sport we love:

Trojan Panelbeaters

